Red Rock - Corindi SLSC Nippers Information 2021/22
Junior Activities Coordinator: Rebecca Yager

Mobile: 0418 693 290

Introduction of key Red Rock - Corindi SLSC Committee Members
Surf Life Saving Australia Video - Australian for Life (3:14min)
Nippers will be conducted Sundays from 9:30. Session will start upstairs in the Surfclub.
(A calendar to be handed out 14/11/21)
When you arrive please Covid check in, then sign in each Nipper into their age division.
Each session will have a key lesson containing information on patrolling, first aid, signals, surf
conditions, local visitors, cpr and much more!
Following our lesson in the Surfclub we will head to the beach, meet with the Patrol Captain and chat
about the days conditions.
Following this we will then begin our beach and water activities, location will depend on the conditions
of the day.
Remember to be sun safe - SLIP, SLOP, SLAP, WRAP, SEEK
Pink Fluro Singlets and either Green or Blue/Orange Caps are to be worn at all times.
Concluded with a gold coin donation BBQ at approx 11:30am.
HAVE A GO - ASK FOR HELP - HAVE FUN
Housekeeping:
Children are to be supervised at all times, please respect all areas, equipment and members within
Red Rock - Corindi SLSC.
Sharing Information:
Through Facebook, Facebook Group, Text Messages and Email. Please fill in the contact form.
Parent/Carers:
Water Safety:
Our aim is to be self-sufficient for water safety personnel, must hold a minimum of a Surf Rescue
Certificate (SRC), to not drag on our patrolling members.
Age-Managers:
Online with Observers Award and Child Safe Awareness training.
BBQ Coordinator:
Set up and cook our weekly BBQ.
Gear Steward:
Coordinate Nipper equipment - safe, undamaged, washed and returned to the Surfclub following a
session.
Carnival Steward:
Coordinate competition training, carnival entry forms, officials and water safety.
Surf Life Saving Australia Video - Safeguarding Children and Young People (2.38)
River Proficiency Swim
BBQ

